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The MAB closes a spectacular 2019
If the year 2018 was especially good for the MAB, the year 2019 closed overcoming the milestones
registered in the previous year. During 2019 more funding has been raised (1.55 Billion €), the great
number of listings has been maintained and the Ibex MAB 15 and Ibex MAB All Share indexes have
increased 65.40% and 37.66%, respectively.
The “2019 Market Report” published by BME details the major highlights reached by the MAB during
this year. MORE +

Grenergy says goodbye to
the MAB

Making Science is heading
towards the MAB

Grenergy celebrated the Stock Exchange’s bell
ringing on December 16 after having been
trading on the MAB since 2015. Throughout
this process at the MAB, we have witnessed
how a company with an initial size of €30
million has been grown exponentially until
multiplying its value by 12. Grenergy said
goodbye to the MAB with an IPO attracting
more than 150 additional investors (40
institutional) and with a valuation close to €400
million. Congratulations Grenergy!
MORE +

Making Science has announced its intention of
going public on the Growth Companies
segment of MAB in the coming weeks.
With this milestone, the consultancy firm that
integrates marketing and technology services
aims to boost its brand image, transparency
and solvency to the investor community,
customers and suppliers, as well as increasing
its capacity to access new alternative financing
resources for its growth. MORE +

The MAB REITs are claimed
as an attractive alternative
for the retail investor

Results of the first half of
2019: The MAB companies
keep growing

The REITs of the MAB paid, on account of the
results of the year 2018, more than 440 million
euro in dividends (80% more than the year
2017) according to the report “The SOCIMI. A
radiograph of the sector” elaborated and
published by the real estate consultant firm
GESTVALT.
As regards dividend yield, it is in a range
between a minimum of 1% and a maximum of
11% with an average of 4%.
MORE +

On October 31 MAB companies published their
financial statements, reviewed by independent
auditors, for the first half of the year 2019. On
the basis of the results presented, it is reflected
that, in general terms, MAB companies
continue to grow favourably in comparison with
the same term of the previous year.
Sales: 1.14 Billion € (10% more than 1S, 2018)
EBITDA: 665 Million € (84% more than 1S,
2018)
Employees: 8,892 (19% more than 1S, 2018).

Analysis of MAB companies
Issuer

Analist

Date

Link

Alquiber

Banco Sabadell

14/01/2020

See analysis

Facephi

Light House (IEAF)

20/12/2019

See analysis

Agile Content

GVC Gaesco
(estimates revision)

19/12/2019

See analysis

Plásticos Kompuestos

GVC Gaesco

29/10/2019

See analysis

Plásticos Kompuestos

GVC Gaesco
(initial coverage)

29/05/2019

See analysis

CALENDAR

6

/FEB

11/FEB

Investment Trends in Life Sciences – “Barcelona Science
Park”

Frankfurt European Midcap event – Hotel Steigenberger
Frankfurter Hof
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